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1. Call to Order 
Chair Dennis Grennan (NPRB) called the meeting to order at 1:05PM.   
 

2. Preliminary Matters 
A quorum was established.  Don Frerking held proxy for Denise Buffington (Evergy). 
 

3. Approval of the Minutes 
Draft meeting minutes from the April 4, 2018 RARTF meeting were approved unanimously. 
 

4. Welcome and Overview 
Grennan stated it had been a while since the group had met, but felt it was important to get some of 
the HITT completed and the Morgan Transformer filings at FERC approved prior to working on RCAR 
III initiatives. 
 

5. Review of Staff Analysis on Hybrid Operations/Planning Based Approach to RCAR III 
Paul Suskie, Antoine Lucas, and Gary Cate (SPP) each contributed to reminding the participants of the 
original four options that staff had recommended be reviewed for the next RCAR study.    
 

6. RARTF Policy Decisions 

a. Policy Decision #1: How many cases should be run over how many years? 
Cate discussed how historical models could be run to capture APC values from the start of 
the market to current (estimated at 5 years of historical case period).  Staff had reviewed 
3 options (1 historical case per month, 3-5 historical cases per month or every historical 
case) and recommended that the RARTF consider the 3-5 cases per month option which 
would deliver approximately 180-300 hsitorical cases dating back to 2014.  During the 
discussion a fourth option of only running historical cases for a limited period (one or two 
years) was discussed. Staff was asked to develop better cost estimates for those options 
for the next meeting. 
 
Cate also discussed options for future cases.  Staff had developed options of running 10 
cases per year, 50 cases per year and running cases every day.  Staff recommended 
setting up scripts to automate the running of cases and to process cases every day.  No 
objections were made to staff moving forward with running automated cases on a daily 
basis. 
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b. Policy Decision #2: How should the future benefits calculated in the Operations Approach 
be calculated? 
Lucas discussed staff options and recommendations related to the extrapolation of the 
future benefits for the facilities included in the operations based runs.  Staff provided two 
options; using the operations based results to extrapolate these benefits for the remainder 
of the 40 year benefits period, or creating new planning models to estimate these future 
benefits.  Staff was asked to develop a high-level, “back of the envelope” cost estimate for 
the first option of using the operations based results to extrapolate the future benefits. 
 

c. Policy Decision #3: How long should a transmission line be in service before it is studied 
using an Operations Approach? 
Cate raised the questions of how long a facility may need to be in-service prior to capturing 
the operations benefits.  Staff suggested that 2 years of in-service operation seemed to be 
reasonable as each project would have two full seasons of ‘experience’.  There were no 
objections from the RARTF to this recommendation. 

d. Policy Decision #4: What stakeholder approved benefits used in RCAR I & II should not be 
used in an Operations Approach? 
Lucas discussed all the benefits that has been approved and used the previous RCAR 
studies. Of the ten, approved and previously monetized benefits five would be captured 
from the operational runs and five would remain un-captured.   Staff believes these five un-
captured benefits can be calculated and add to the operations results. Staff was asked to 
better refine this process and bring additional costs and resource information to the next 
meeting. 
 

e. Policy Decision #5: What values should be used for the Purchases/Sales? 

Cate discussed options for pricing ‘purchases and sales” transactions in the operational 
runs.  Cate provided four options from staff and was asked to discuss these options with 
the MWG and bring a recommendation back to the next meeting. 

7. Next Steps 
The next scheduled RARTF meeting is scheduled for February 27, 2019 from 1:00-5:00 PM at the DFW 
Hyatt. 
 

8. Announcements and Adjournment 

The meeting was adjourned at 3:55PM. 
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